New funding for
borderless projects

EUROPEISKA UNIONEN

About INTERREG IVA North
Financing can now be sought for cross-border projects. The objective
is to strengthen financial and social development and territorial cohesion
by supporting co-operation across national borders. The European
Union cross-border co-operation will be implemented within the scope
of INTERREG IVA North during 2007-2013.
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the programme includes a broad geographic area in Sweden,
Finland and Norway. The Sami area is now becoming a coherent
sub-programme under INTERREG IVA North called Sápmi.
Cross-border co-operation in various areas is being financed
through the programme. The programme’s total balance of funds is
approximately EUR 74 million.
What can one receive a project grant for?
A project that conducts efforts within any of the following prioritised areas may receive funding. See examples of different activities
below.

1. Development of industry and commerce
Examples of activities that may receive support:
• Methods for cross-border business consulting.
• Corporate co-operation within market development and internationalisation.
• Industry and company-specific competence development programmes and common quality assurance principles.

2. Research, development and education
Examples of activities that may receive support:
• Strategic alliances and research platforms.
• Student, teacher, trainee and researcher exchanges.
• New methods and approaches for entrepreneurship in schools.

3. Regional functionality and identity
Examples of activities that may receive support:
• Development of common public service offerings and common
infrastructure.
• Development of different common structures for border municipalities.
• Measures for promoting a more integrated labour market.
• Small-scale projects that develop contacts between the region’s
young people.
• Prevention of risks caused by the environment and technology.

4. Sápmi - Borderless development
Examples of activities that may receive support:
• Stimulation of product, service and method development.
• Development of strategic environmental efforts based on Sami
needs and Sami expertise.
• Network-building measures that promote the Sami cultural
industry and Sami cultural activities.
• Development of networks and co-operation between research
institutions, schools, businesses and trade associations based on
Sami needs.
• Implementation of joint competence development efforts within
Sami topical areas.

How does one apply for a project grant?
The best initial means of contact for those with cross-border project ideas is to contact a local player, such as the municipal business
office or development company, to hear what they think of the idea
and how to go further. They are well informed about what is underway in the area and what public financiers may be of interest.
In each project, there should be a partner from at least two of
the participating countries. One of the parties in Finland or in
Sweden should be the co-ordinating grant recipient for the project.
The co-ordinating grant recipient should come from the programme area and assume formal responsibility for the project’s implementation and finances towards the administrative and approving
authority. Other parties participate in the project as co-operative
partners. The co-ordinating grant recipient is in charge of how the
efforts are conducted, submits requisition orders and is responsible
for the project at the administrative authority. In Norway, a partner
has a corresponding role (applicant for Norwegian state funding)
with regard to the communication with Norwegian authorities and
the co-ordinating grant recipient. The grant application is to be
submitted to the administrative authority, the County Administrative Board of Norrbotten, and, for the Sápmi sub-programme, to
the Sami Parliament.
What happens with the application?
The matters are prepared in the programme secretariat and then
brought up for prioritisation in the steering committee. A final
decision regarding a grant is made by the administrative authority.
Contact & questions
This is only a brief description of how to apply for a project grant.
If you have specific or general questions, you are warmly welcome to
contact us at the County Administrative Board of Norrbotten and
the Sami Parliament for the Sápmi sub-programme.
County Administrative Board of Norrbotten
Stationsgatan 5, SE-971 86 Luleå
+46 920 960 00, www.bd.lst.se, Sweden
Sami Parliament
Adolf Hedinsvägen 58, SE-981 33 Kiruna, +46 980 780 30
www.sametinget.se, Sweden
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Bölebyns Garveri AB
Through the Growth-generating project for SME
in Arctic Scandinavia, Jan Sandlund and the tannery, Bölebyns Garveri AB, commenced a
venture to export to Russia in May 2004.
In the first attempt, 12 booked visits were
made to potential customers in St. Petersburg. The reception and interest was very
positive in part.
visits were also made in Moscow without having
any booked or advance contact. The two contacts
that were made directly in their respective shops,
led to a meeting the following day with the top
management of the Louvre company with several
luxury shops in Moscow. The second visit with
Kolchuga, Russia’s largest and most exclusive
hunting items store/wholesaler, led to an order
and the establishment of a reseller in Russia.
In October 2007, Bölebyns Garveri together
with Kolchuga participated in a very exclusive millionaires’ trade show in the centre of Moscow to which
4,500 US dollar millionaires were invited. There was
interest for Bölebyns Garveri’s products, which led to
Kolchuga purchasing the products of interest. Bölebyns Garveri has also made return visits to four of
the original important potential customers in
St. Petersburg, resulting in Znaki Vnimanje
being established as a reseller. The company also included Bölebyns Garveri’s
products in its catalogue. Znaki Vnimanje also acts as a wholesaler and
sells its giftware throughout Russia.
Participating in a programme
where the visits were booked in
advance, and interpreter assistance and most other details were
arranged, has been important
to achieving results in Russia.
Without this assistance, Bölebyns
Garveri would have never taken
the step to beginning product
sales to Russia.
It is crucial that both the programme arranger and the intended
Contact person:
Jan Sandlund +46 911 620 23,
info@bolebyn-tannery.se
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participant thoroughly think through their participation before
making a decision. Time, money and determination will be required once a decision has been made to participate. The whole
offering and product range should also be reviewed and the
strategy should be as clear as possible before venturing
into sales in Russia.
A continuation for Bölebyns Garveri
AB could be to continue developing
the contacts with Russia. At the
same time, it is important to obtain more knowledge of what
design demands/preferences apply in Russia,
which is knowledge
that only exists with
“experts in Russia”.

BeJORD
Polluted soil is a major problem, particularly if it is a mix of different types of
pollutants. The BeJord project studied the possibilities of converting the polluted
soil to a resource instead of “burying” the problem in various dumps.
savaterra oy from Rovaniemi, which conducts thermal processing of soil with Nordmark Miljö AB in Boden and RagnSells AB,
co-operates in the project. The latter two handle large amounts of
polluted material. Kalottikone Oy manufactures equipment and is
a co-financier in the project together with the other participating
companies, Digipolis, Luleå University of Technology (LTU),
the Norrbotten Research Council, the County Administrative Board of Norrbotten and Interreg IIIA North. Researchers from Kemi Polytechnic, Oulu University and
LTU also participated in the project group. This
is a collaboration that does not stop at traditional
borders: Reima Rönkkö, who is employed by Oulu
University, is at the same time a doctoral candidate at
LTU. Anders Lagerkvist, who is employed at LTU, is
at the same time a docent at Oulu University.
The border between Sweden and Finland has
similar ground pollution problems. Through this cooperation, there are greater opportunities of developing effective treatment methods because the market
becomes larger and more economically sound.
Today, the most common way of handling ground
pollution is to excavate polluted material and ship it
to a dump. This means that:
• Major transportation work must be done, resulting
in energy consumption and risks of accidents.
• Replacement material must be extracted to fill the
hole in the ground.
• The earth moved is just as polluted as before, but
valuable dump volume has been consumed.
The possibilities of mobile processing facilities like the
one we tested are such that it is possible to set up operation close to the site of the pollutants, which decreases the
need for transports. The project’s hypothesis has been that
transport work and the need for replacement volumes
should be able to be reduced even more by the
majority of the treated material being made so
clean that it can be place back in the same
location from which it was extracted. In the
thermal treatment, organic poisons are
broken down and the inorganic poisons
are concentrated to a small segment of
the material. The concentrated
material then needs to be processed

Contact persons:
Reima Rönkkö, MeriLappi Instituut,
+358 40 739 8496 • Anders Lagerkvist,
Avfallsteknik, LTU, +46 920 49 19 08

further. The results support the hypothesis, which means that a
more effective treatment technology for soil with multiple pollutants seems to be within reach.
The next natural development stage is to optimise the separation of
the inorganic pollutants and develop appropriate treatment technology for these. Another important element is to thoroughly evaluate the treatment method and compare it in a lifecycle perspective
with alternative management means, such as depot storage.
On the negative side for the project, one can note that
administrative procedures and regulatory interpretations within the administration of Interreg
IIIA North can be perceived as complicated. However, the corporate cooperation that was initiated in the
project is positive both for the
companies directly involved
and through two networks
being linked together.
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Mare Botnicum - coastal life in the gulf of bothnia
» Have you seen such a salmon? As fat as a veal calf! «
»Shooting elk is like shooting cows in a cowshed. No, seal-hunting, now that’s really hunting! «
»You sure are a stubborn customs officer, Lindén. But you didn’t get a hold of a hell of a lot of what we were smuggling!«
three legendary archipelago residents: Agnes Karlsson on
Junkön island in the Luleå archipelago, the seal-hunter Armas
Tolsa from Larsmo in Ostrobothnia and Erik Innala, the smuggling king of Haparanda Archipelago. Today, all three are dead. But
the tales about them live on, thanks in part to the EU project Mare
Botnicum – Coastal life in the Gulf of Bothnia.
During 2003-2007, Boris Ersson and his colleagues worked to
depict the people of the coastal districts. The principal of the EU
project is the Norden Association in Sweden. Co-operation and
support has come from municipalities, county administrative
boards, county councils, film funds and many others
along the Finnish and Swedish coasts.
Boris Ersson, together with his 80
year-old double-ender Måsen, sought
out fishermen, seal-hunters, boat
builders, farmers, sailors and
women in the archipelagos. In
the winters, Boris travelled
along the highways and
out on the ice, and also
followed ore barges
and icebreakers at
work.

This resulted in unique material with several thousand pictures and
hundreds of hours of interviews and videos. From the extensive
basic material, a number of depictions of the people of the coastal
districts grew forth: some 30 radio programmes, and exhibitions
shown in Finland and Sweden and on the world-renown cruise ship
The WORLD. In the book Äventyr med Måsen (Adventures with
Måsen), the lives of some 100 coastal residents are depicted. The
Finnish edition of the book has recently been published. Work is
underway on a television series that will be shown in Finnish and
Swedish television in 2008. Alf Arne Harjo was the web editor and
graphic designer in the project, and a great deal of the content of
the EU project is available on the websites marebotnicum.com and
bottenviken.se.
An important topic in the depictions is that mankind has used
the waterways of lakes, seas and rivers for transportation for thousands of years. Here are stories of the traces of Sami who lived from
seal hunting in the Gulf of Bothnia, but were crowded out in the
14th century. Boris Ersson travelled along the Stora Lule River over
the mountains to Tysfjord on the Norwegian coast where the ocean
Sami still live today. There is more to be told of this, as with the old
contacts eastward along the Finnish rivers to Karelia and the White
Sea. One way of moving forward is through more exhibitions, films
and lectures. Another is a larger Internet portal that can become a
meeting place for coastal residents, municipalities, boat clubs and
others. Municipalities, county administrative boards and companies agree that the Gulf of Bothnia needs to be more visible. A great
deal has already been done through Mare Botnicum and bottenviken.se, but doing this on a non-profit basis since the end
of the EU project is hardly possible - co-operative
partners are being sought after. Welcome
aboard!
Boris Ersson was awarded the 2006 culture
prize in memory of John Söderman
by the Kungliga Skytteanska
Samfundet for his work with
documenting and depicting
the coastal culture in the
Gulf of Bothnia and the
Kvarken straits.
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Contact person: Boris Ersson, +46 920 25 52 58,
boris.ersson@marebotnicum.com

Unnes Design
The Interreg project Growth generating projects for SME in Arctic Scandinavia was underway from
2004 to 2006 with the goal of supporting North-Bothnian companies and companies from Troms
county in surveying, analysing and concretising business opportunities in the St. Petersburg region.
in the project, Swedish and Norwegian
companies are “piloted” through the
innumerable possibilities that currently exist in the region around
St. Petersburg, with an increased
interest in various types of corporate co-operation and trade. A Swedish
project organisation assisted the concrete work based on company-specific
conditions and desires. The project
organisation functioned as a catalyst
to create opportunities that Small
and Medium Enterprises (SME)
seldom manage on their own from
a financial perspective. No special
industries have been prioritised, but
rather the companies’ own interest
has been the guiding factor.
Besides INTERREG IIIA Arctic
Scandinavia, the project received
funding from the County Administrative Board of Norrbotten, Troms
County Council, municipalities in
Norrbotten and private financing/
participant fees.
Monika Unnes Sjölund is a Sami
designer from Arvidsjaur, who runs the
company Unnes Design. The Sami
lifestyle permeates everything that
Monika Unnes Sjölund does. As
a designer, she largely works
with natural material such
as leather and fur from
reindeer and seal. Her
inspiration comes
from the rich Sami
culture with its
four winds, eight
seasons and the
unique craft tradition that exists in
the Sami culture.

In Monika Unnes Sjölund’s designs, old craft traditions and
materials are combined with new innovative ideas and the results
have been unique, timeless designs.
Monika Unnes Sjölund visited St. Petersburg multiple times
and showed her designs, which inspired great interest. Monika
Unnes Sjölund was also invited to the Days of Sweden
by the Nordic Council of Ministers to participate in
their project Nordic Look 2007 in St. Petersburg.
Conditions exist to further develop the company
by continuing the contacts with St. Petersburg
because there is great interest in Sami and
Nordic design.

Contact person: Monika Unnes Sjölund,
+46 70 339 30 48, info@unnesdesign.se
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Sami yoik archive project
The yoik is one of Europe’s oldest music cultures, which is still practiced today as an unbroken tradition.
However, centuries of threats to the practice of the traditional yoik have meant that it has been silenced
in many places. The Sami yoik archive project collects the yoiks of the Barents region for the future.

an attitude change is noticeable as well as increased interest in
traditional yoik. A three-year yoik project in Swedish Sápmi and a
conference on the future of yoik at Ájtte Museum in autumn 2002
showed that yoik is a central part of the Sami cultural heritage. Because the traditional yoik is spontaneous and tied to special
conditions, it is often not recorded. The
older recordings of yoik, which are
spread across different archives,
are therefore an extremely valuable
source of knowledge for the yoik
tradition.
The archives are often a world difficult to penetrate. Index entries are
sometimes incomplete and at times
missing entirely. Another problem is
that the older recordings are falling
apart or are in great need of being
transferred to more secure media. In
2000, the Yoik Association in Norway initiated a pre-study concerning
the need for making yoiks in archives
available. The study confirmed that
there is a need to lift the yoiks out of
the archives. In co-operation with
the Sámi museum SIIDA in Finland
and Ájtte Museum in Sweden, the
yoik archive project was initiated to
increase availability of the yoik and
secure the supply of archives for coming
generations.
The vision was to survey, copy and
collect yoiks, which are currently spread
throughout the world, and make them
available. Another important element
is that material that exists in archives in the countries studied
should be made available and
to work for an establishment
of a Sami yoik archive
whose activities will
stretch throughout
Sápmi.
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The material made available is important to yoik practitioners
and others interested in music, but it is also a pre-requisite for
education and future research at the university level. The project is
also of importance to future educational aid production, the distribution of information about yoik to the public, and future CD
releases. For the museum, issues of saving them for the future and a
Sami yoik archive are important aspects.
At Ájtte Museum, an archive has been established where copies
of the yoiks and some of the original material are stored. The institutions will also promote the growth of the database and collection
of material after the end of the project.
Concrete results include the cataloguing of over
6,540 yoiks in Swedish and Norwegian archives
and more than 2,000 yoiks in the Finnish
archives. The catalogue information is searchable over the Internet. Swedish and Norwegian information comprises a partial
amount of Libris, the Swedish library
catalogue, and the Finnish material
is in its own database to which Sami
organisations and associations
have free access. Moreover, 280
tapes with yoiks and Sami music
from SR Sámi Radio have been
digitised.

Contact person: Per Niila Stålka,
+46 971 170 05, per.niila.stalka@ajtte.com

Kukkolaforsen - Tastes from Arctic Scandinavia
North-Bothnian raw materials maintain high quality – both with regard to natural resources and foods.
The long, light summers give extra flavourful and nutritious berries and vegetables as well as pastures
for animals. The cold winters provide purer raw materials and reduce the need for pesticides.

norrbotten (north bothnia), Sweden’s largest and northernmost county, is rich in contrasts between winter darkness and the
midnight sun, mountains and archipelagos, rural areas and cities,
and the Sami, Finnish and Swedish cultures.
Varied nature, the change of seasons and cultural diversity
make Norrbotten a rich and colourful county. Here are the
highest mountain, the deepest lake and the most powerful
waterfall. Our habitat has few equivalents with its clean air,
pure water and untouched nature areas.
The project Tastes from Arctic Scandinavia has worked to extend
awareness of the region’s
rich pantry to a larger
audience. These efforts
were conducted in
co-operation with a
large number of
companies that
work with food
refinement of
various kinds.

The structure among the companies with regard to employees,
sales, customer groups, markets and so forth varies markedly. This
variation makes the industry exciting and capable of development.
Kukkolaforsen Tourist & Conference Centre is a family company run by the Spolander family for more than 20 years. Its roots
lie in the village Kukkola and the family has been active at Kukkolaforsen for generations. The restaurant, which has been greatly
appreciated for many years, follows the slogan “simple & good” with
a menu based on local raw materials. Included in these raw materials is also the sauna of course! Together with the Swedish Sauna
Academy, Kukkolaforsen has developed concepts for how food can
also be enjoyed in the sauna.
For Kukkolaforsen, the project Tastes from Arctic Scandinavia
has provided considerable inspiration and a badly needed reminder
of the unique local raw material that exists in Norrbotten. Together
with other entrepreneurs and head chefs, a desire exists to develop
the cuisine of the future. There is a clear desire to continue the
project and obtain more concrete results, such as a tourist guide in
which the cuisine is in the limelight and the sights are secondary.

Contact person: Mattias Spolander,
+46 922 310 00, info@kukkolaforsen.se
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På gränsen - Rajalla (on the border)
No one has been able to avoid what has come to be called “the wonder in Haparanda”
– that Haparanda-Tornio has become a new centre of trade in the Barents region.
What many do not know, is that it began long before IKEA came to town.
as early as 1998, politicians from both cities sat down to discuss
a common vision. The starting point was simple: our two cities lie
one kilometre from one another, we should be able to find ways
of helping each other and doing things together instead of doing
them twice. The result was Vision 2010: “Haparanda-Tornio is an
international centre in the northern curve of the Gulf of
Bothnia and the Barents region, a meeting place for
culture, knowledge, flows of goods, innovations
and people.”
Out in Europe, the co-operation between
Haparanda and Tornio is viewed as something
unique; being able to overcome different time zones,
cultural differences, two entirely different languages
and a national border that runs between the cities. But
at the same time, one should keep in mind that the
location of Haparanda and Tornio has been a centre
of trade and a meeting place since the 16th century.
Before Finland’s and Sweden’s entry into the EU,
the national border impeded structural development
work between Haparanda and Tornio. The common
vision has formed the basis for a common centre called “På gränsen – Rajalla” (On the border). Even the
name is shared – both Swedish and Finnish.
The first stage of the joint planning of the border
area was an architectural competition, which would
show if the area could be used as an urban environment. The competition results then formed the
basis of the work on drafting a development plan, an
in-depth study in visionary form of the border area’s
design, functions and traffic solutions.
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The planning has resulted in two projects “På gränsen-Rajalla
implementation plan” and recently “Border Canal, Border Square, Flood Protection Bow and EU – Event Park”. The goal of the
implementation plan was for the development plan’s visions to be
concretised to a level at which the co-operation could obtain the
physical and legal conditions to join the two cities’ central areas
through construction.
The results of the project can be seen today – the construction
of a new shared centre is in full swing. The vision is being
fulfilled…

Contact persons:
Jarmo Lokio, +358 (0)16 432 519,
jarmo.lokio@tornio.fi,
Göran Wigren, +46 (0) 922 156 03,
goran.wigren@haparanda.se

This EU cross-border co-operation will be
implemented within the scope of INTERREG IVA North
and Kolarctic ENPI CBC during 2007-2013. The County
Administrative Board of Norrbotten will provide information
on the content of both of these programmes during a small tour.
Time and place of informational meetings during autumn 2007:
27 November 1:00-5:00 pm Skellefteå, Campus
28 November 9:30 am-4:00 pm Kemijärvi, Kaupungintalon
valtuustosali
29 November 9:00 am-4:00 pm Saariselkä, Hotelli Riekonlinna
3 December 9:30 am-4:00 pm Kemi, Kulttuurikeskus
4 December
9:30 am-4:00 pm Luleå, Nordkalotten Hotell
5 December 9:30 am-4:00 pm Kiruna, Ferrum
At the start of 2008, corresponding informational meetings will
be held in Northern Norway and north-western Russia.
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